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The positive dependence notion of association for collections of random variables is generalized 
to that of weak association for collections of vector valued random elements in such a way as to 
allow negative dependencies in individual random elements. An invariance principle is stated 
and proven for a stationary, weakly associated sequence of Wd-valued or separable Hilbert space 
valued random elements which satisfy a covariance summability condition. 
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1. Introduction 
Notions of positive dependence for collections of random variables have been 
much studied in recent years. The most prevalent positive dependence notion is 
that of association first defined by Esary, Proschan and Walkup [3]. Random 
variables (X1, . . . , X,,,) are said to be associated if wheneverf; g : R” + R are coordin- 
atewise increasing then Cov(f(X, ,..., X,), g(X, , . . . , X,,,)) z 0, whenever the covari- 
ante is defined. An infinite family of random variables is associated if every finite 
subfamily is associated. This concept arose independently in the fields of statistical 
physics and reliability theory [ 1,4]. A major advance in this theory was the central 
limit theorem of Newman [6], improved to an invariance principle by Newman and 
Wright [S], which states that every associated, stationary sequence of random 
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variables with summable covariance function satisfies the central limit theorem. This 
result has been extended to more general parameter sets [2]. Here we consider the 
usual parameter set (2’) but we allow more general values. 
In the present paper we give a definition of positive dependence for random 
vectors with values in Rd (or any Banach lattice). The idea is that each random 
vector may have negative dependencies but dependencies between different random 
vectors are to be positive. An invariance principle is then proven. These results are 
extended to random vectors with values in a separable Hilbert space. 
2. Basic definitions and results 
Definition. Let (Xi, X, , . . . , X,,,) be Rd-valued random vectors. They are said to be 
weakly associated if whenever m is a permutation of {1,2, . . . , m}, 1s k < m, 
and ~:IR”+R,~:IR(“-~)~+R are coordinatewise increasing then 
Cov(f(X,(l,, . - . X?r(k)), g(Xw(k+l), . . . x~(m, )) 2 0 if the covariance is defined. An 
infinite family of Rd-valued random vectors is weakly associated if every finite 
subfamily is weakly associated. Note that in particular if a is a vector with nonnega- 
tive components then the scalar product vector (a * Xi,. . . , a * X,) is weakly 
associated. 
This is a natural definition from the point of view of reliability theory as the 
following family of compound stochastic processes shows. 
Let BcR and {Fn}nGB be a family of distributions functions on Rd that are 
stochastically increasing in n E B, i.e. if n < M, n, m E B and y E Wd then F,(y) 3 
F,(y). Suppose fi = (Ni , N2, . . .) is an associated sequence of random variables 
with values in B. Suppose Xi, X,, . . . is a stochastic process with values in Rd that 
is weakly associated conditioned on fi = (Ni, N,, . . .) and for k = 1,2, . . . , xk has 
distribution function FNk. In this case we call the process {X,} an A-compound 
process. We might think of Nk as the state of the system at time k and Xk as a 
vector giving the actual performance. (We note that everything below would still 
go through if we assumed fi weakly associated and X,, X,, . . . conditionally 
independent.) 
Example. Recall a random vector is multinomial with parameters p, , . . . , pd, n with 
Cpi = 1, n E Z+ if it is the iid sum of n random variables taking value i with 
probability pi. Let the distribution function of this multinomial be F,. Suppose 
G=(N,,N,,...) is associated with values in Z+ and Xi, X,, . . . is independent 
conditioned on fi with distributions FN,, FN2, . . . . Then X,, X,, . . . is an A- 
compound process. Also the X, may not have positive dependence properties (F. 
is actually negatively associated for each n-see Joag-Dev and Proschan [5]) but 
X1,X2,... is weakly associated as the following theorem shows. 
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Theorem 1. Suppose X1, X2, . . . is an A-compound process as above then X, , X2, . . . is 
weakly associated. 
Proof. Let T be a permutation of { 1, , . . . , m}, 1 s k < m, and f = 
f(XTCl,, f * * , XTckj), g” = g(XTck+,), . . . , X,,(,,) whereA g are coordinatewise increas- 
ing then Cov(~~)=E(Cov(~g”~~)]+Cov[E(~~~),E(~(~)]. Now for fixed 
values of 6, Cov(S, g 1 k) 5 0 since XI, X2, . . . are I?-conditionally weakly associ- 
ated so the first term of-the sum is nonnegative. Also E<fl fi) and E(gl fi) are 
increasing functions of N (see [5]) so the second term is also nonnegative because 
& is associated. 0 
Our main result is an invariance principle for weakly associated random vectors. 
Theorem 2. Let {Xi: ia 1) be a strictly stationary weakly associated sequence of 
Rd-valued random vectors, centered at expectations and with E ]]X, )I* < 00. DeJ;ne, for 
t E [0, 11, n 2 1, 
S,(t) = 
n-‘I* C Xj ift =X, 
jsk 
linear in between. 
If 
E]]X,]]*+2 ; ; EX”‘X!“= 1 I CT*<+NI 
i-2 j=* 
then, as n + co, 
(*I 
where + w indicates weak convergence, and Bd is a d-dimensional Wiener process with 
covariance matrix r = [ akj], 
ck. = EXik’X!” 
I 
i=2 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
Lemma. Let YI, Yz, . . . Yk and Y;, . . . Y; be two sets of Rd-valued random vectors 
having$nite moment generating functions. Suppose that for all vectors a,, . . . , a, B 0 
thejoint distributions of ((al, YJ, . . . , (ak, Yk)) and ((al, Y;), . . . , (ak, Y;)) coincide. 
Then ( YI,. . . , Yk) and (Y:, . . . , Yi) have the same joint distribution. 
Proof. Let 1,4, I V be the characteristic functions of ( YI, . . . , Y.), respectively 
(Y;, . *. , Yi). Ic, and I,V are analytic functions of kd real variables because of the 
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existence of the moment generating functions. Cc, and I,!/ coincide by assumption on 
the set 
{(X11,...,X,d,X21,...,XZd,...,Xkl,... ,x,,):&j~Oo) 
and hence by a well-known theorem about analytic functions everywhere. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. To prove tightness of the sequence {S,,( . ), n 2 1) note that 
each of the coordinates {S”i: i = 1,. . . , d} forms a demimartingale in the sense of 
Newman and Wright [9]. Tightness of the coordinate sequences and thereby tightness 
of S, itself follows by standard arguments from their maximal inequality for 
demimartingales. Hence, it remains to show that the only possible limit point is 
Brownian motion in Rd with covariance structure C = (ok,). Let Z( * ) be a limit 
point of (S,,( . )). We have to prove 
(i) Z(t+ h) -Z(t) has normal distribution with covariance h.C; 
(ii) Z has independent increments. 
Let a E Rd be a non-negative vector. Then (a, (Z( t + h) -Z(t))) has by the Newman 
- Wright result a normal distribution with variance a 1 uT. Now we can apply the 
Lemma with k = 1 which yields (i). Let 0 6 tr < t2 < * - * < tk c 1 be given. 
(Urr), &Jr,) -&Jr,), . . . , s”~(bJ-S”‘(Ll)), (n’)cV 
converges in distribution to 
(Z(4), Z(G-Z(4), . a., Z(hJ-Z(h-1)). 
Let a,,... ak E [Wd be non-negative vectors. Then 
((a,, S,‘(tl)>, (a2, (SE’(&) -Sr~‘(~r))>, . *. , bk, (&dtk> -&(fk-,>)>) 
converges in distribution to 
((6 3 Z(b)>, . * . , (“k, tzttk) -z(tk-l))>). 
The coordinates of the last vector are hence weakly associated and by a simple 
computation involving (*) also uncorrelated, which together imply independence. 
Now we can again apply the Lemma to obtain the independence of the increments 
of the Z process. •i 
4. Associated sequences in a separable Hilbert space 
Definition. Let {Xi, i 3 1) be a sequence of random variables taking values in a 
separable Hilbert space (H, (. , -)). {Xi, i a 1) is called weakly associated, if for some 
orthonormal basis (ek, k> 1) of H and for any d 3 1 the d-dimensional sequence 
((xi9 4, . . . , ixi, ed)), i 2 1, 
is weakly associated. 
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Theorem 3. Let {Xi, i 3 1) be a strictly stationary sequence of H-valued random 
variables which are weakly associated. DeJine 
S,(t) = 
n-‘j2 C X, ift =i, 
jrk 
linear in between. 
IfEXl=O and a2=E((X1((2+2C~O=2E(X1,Xi)<~, then S,+” W, where Wis a 
Wiener process on H with covariance structure 
r(f, g) = Elf, X,)(g, Xl)+ IF (E(f, X,>(g, Xi)+ E(g, XIM Xi))* 
i=2 
Proof. Let (ek) be the orthonormal basis with respect to which the sequence {Xi, i 3 
1) is weakly associated. For N 2 1 let PN be the 
generated by e,, . . . , eN and QN = I-Phi. It is easy 
( ) 
2 E np1’2 1 (Xi, ek) f u: = r( ek, ek). 
CC” 
Hence for any E > 0 there exist N,, n, such that 
projection onto the subspace 
to see that, for any k 3 1, 
E[ln-“‘QN 1 Xil12s E for every nzn,, Nz N,,. 
i5n 
From Theorem 2 we have that PNSn converges in distribution to PNW. Hence it 
remains to show that Q,Sk (and QN W) become small as N + CO. By Theorem 2 of 
Newman and Wright [S] we have 
and hence 
-II I/ 
2 
En-‘ma; f Q,X, s n-’ f E 
i=l k=N+l 
<2n-’ f E ( f (Xi, ekj2) 
k=N+l i=l 
C2n-‘EIIQN i Xi)12~e. 
i=l 
A similar estimate holds for QNW and this proves Theorem 4. 0 
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